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ABSTRAK


Kata kunci: indikator. proses alami. penyebab
ABSTRACT

This study aims, (1) to describe the indicators of behavior control in Memoirs of A Geisha novel; (2) to describe natural process of behavior control that implicated in Memoirs of A Geisha novel; (3) to reveal the underlying reasons why the author write Memoirs of A Geisha novel. The researcher used the qualitative descriptive method to analyze Memoirs of A Geisha novel. Conclusion, firstly, behavior control can be indicated from person at least from their fictional finalism. People must search what their goal is, because through the final goal, they will recognize what their inferiority and how to get the superiority. It is also depend on their style of life that to surpass the desire on getting the goal. The social interests also help the person on achieving point to near from the goal. From all the aspects above the creative power be the final step that person can get the goal. Secondly, the natural process of behavior control depicted on Memoirs of A Geisha novel by Arthur Golden reflected in the major character when they meet each other and have communication. Sayuri as major character, her natural process of behavior control arise when her desire on reaching her goal was arise. It is when she meet the Chairman. Her desire wanted to become a succesful geisha so she can meet the Chairman again, because of it, her natural process on controlling her behavior arise. Arthur Golden tried to tell the reader that life is full of problem and conflict, but people can manage their life to be more succesful if people want to try to do work hard, and Arthur Golden gave an example of person that struggling from her life but still can control her behavior. The character is Sayuri. She is a poor and uneducated person. But her hard work and never give up style of life makes her life better.
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